Discourse coherence plays an important role in the translation of one text. However, the previous reported models most focus on improving performance over individual sentence while ignoring cross-sentence links and dependencies, which affects the coherence of the text. In this paper, we propose to use discourse context and reward to refine the translation quality from the discourse perspective. In particular, we generate the translation of individual sentences at first. Next, we deliberate the preliminary produced translations, and train the model to learn the policy that produces discourse coherent text by a reward teacher. Practical results on multiple discourse test datasets indicate that our model significantly improves the translation quality over the state-of-the-art baseline system by +1.23 BLEU score. Moreover, our model generates more discourse coherent text and obtains +2.2 BLEU improvements when evaluated by discourse metrics.
Introduction
Discourse coherence, such as relevant conjunction for adjacent sentences, plays an important role in the translation of the text. However, standard Neural Machine Translation (NMT) models (Sutskever, Vinyals, and Le 2014; Bahdanau, Cho, and Bengio 2015) mainly focus on improving translation quality over individual sentence, and ignoring cross-sentence links and dependencies. With this preference, the translation of each sentence is independent of the other sentences, thus there is no guarantee to generate discourse coherent text. Table 1 shows a concrete example from TED talks, where each sentence is rationally translated from the sentence perspective, but the missing conjunction 'And', and the missing coreference for the predicate 'build' cause the incoherence and poor readability of the entire text.
Intuitively, to generate better translation of the entire text, the model deserves considering the cross-sentence connections and dependencies, generating discourse coherent translations. Towards this demand, most previous work (Wang et al. 2017; Voita et al. 2018) proposed to explore additional context, generally is certain preceding adjacent sentences, to reinforce the model. However, the major goal of these models is still the quality of individual sentence while not Although from the sentence perspective, the translations of second and third sentences produced by NMT system are acceptable, however the fluency of the entire text is poor.
the entire text, thus it is hard for them to generate promising discourse coherent translations.
To address this problem, we take an insight into human translation behavior for one text, where we first translate each sentence independently, and then take some modifications towards making the entire text coherently and fluently, such as replacing conjunctions and keeping the translation of terminologies consistently. Ideally, this procedure can be divided into two processes: 1) generating preliminary translation of each sentence, 2) deliberating each translation with the satisfaction of discourse coherence.
Motivated by the human translation behavior and the success of Deliberation Networks (Xia et al. 2017) , we propose a two-pass decoder translation model, aiming at improving the coherence of the entire text. Specifically, we generate the preliminary translation of each sentence using the canonical NMT model, and then employ the Deliberation Networks to refine the translations over the entire text. However, since the standard NMT models focus on fine-tuning on local ngram patterns, training by maximum likelihood estimation, the produced translations are generally locally coherent.
Intuitively, to generate discourse coherent translations, it requires training the model to learn the policy that receives more discourse coherent rewards straightforwardly. To satisfy this requirement, we explore a novel measure to estimate the quality of discourse coherence, namely a reward teacher (Bosselut et al. 2018) , which learns the ordering structure in one text trained by a bidirectional recurrent neural networks (biRNN) (Schuster and Paliwal 1997) . Rewarding by the reward teacher, the model learns to generate the discourse coherent translations while maintaining accurate translation for each individual sentence.
In particular, we design our model based on the Transformer architecture (Vaswani et al. 2017) according to its superior performance on machine translation tasks.
We evaluate the performance of our model on the IWSLT speech translation task with TED talks (Cettolo, Girardi, and Federico 2012) as training corpus, which includes multiple entire talks. Practical experiments reveal that our model improves the sentence translation quality by +1.23 BLEU (Papineni et al. 2002) score over one strong baseline. Moreover, when evaluated by discourse metrics, our model achieves an average improvements by +2.2 points in term of BLEU and +1.98 of METEOR (Denkowski and Lavie 2014) . Through extensive experimental analysis, we confirm that our model can generate more discourse coherent translations than the baseline system.
To our knowledge, this is the first work on modeling coherence for discourse neural machine translation. The contributions of this paper can be concluded into the followings:
• We propose a two-pass decoder translation model to refine the translation of the discourse text.
• We propose a policy learning technique that encourages the model generating coherent and fluent discourse translations.
• We conduct extensive experiments to validate the effectiveness of our model, and analyze the results to confirm that our model can generate discourse coherent translations.
Our Approach
Intuitively, it is plausible that a model with external context summarized from entire text, trained by a discourse-aware reward can generate more accurate and discourse coherent translations. Towards exploring global context to refine the translation, we take inspirations from the work of Deliberation Network, to translate sentence in one text independently by the first-pass decoder, and then to summarize the firstpass translation as the external context for the second-pass decoder. Although most existing related work summarizes the external context with gold sequence, here we follow the original method of Deliberation Network that takes the predicted sequence as our global context, since it can also potentially alleviate the exposure bias problem (Ranzato et al. 2016) .
To let the NMT model be prone to generate discourse coherent text, we learn the recent advances in text generation task (Bosselut et al. 2018) , and propose to use the overall ordering structure of a document as an approximation of discourse coherent. As the two-pass decoders learn the policy that tends to receive more discourse rewards from the reward teacher, it is possible for the model satisfying the above mentioned requirements for the discourse translation.
Overall Architecture
In recent work, Vaswani et al.(2017) proposed an effective encoder-decoder based translation model, namely Transformer. The Transformer follows an encoder-decoder architecture using stacked self-attention and fully connected layers for both the encoder and decoder. In contrast to recurrent models, it avoids recurrence completely and drops the usage of complex Long Short-term Memory (LSTM) (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber 1997) and Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) (Cho et al. 2014) , being more parallelizable and faster to train. According to its effectiveness and superior performance on the translation task, we develop our architecture based on the Transformer model. Figure 1 illustrates the overall architecture of our proposed two-pass decoder translation model. It is clear that our model can be divided into three important components: the first-pass decoder, the second-pass decoder and the discourse reward teacher. Since the original architecture of the Transformer is well designed, fine-tuning on the quality of sentence translation, we replicate the original Transformer encoder-decoder architecture in the first-pass decoder.
As mentioned in the literature (Voita et al. 2018 ), techniques developed for the recurrent based models did not present effective for the Transformer, instead they proposed two separated encoders to learn the representations for the context and source sequence respectively. Notably, the context used in their model is one preceding adjacent sentence appeared in the document. However, after preliminary experiments, we found that mechanically replication of previous techniques yields bad performance in our architecture. Instead we stack an additional self-attention layer in the canonical Transformer decoder, resulting in three types of self-attention layers in the second-pass decoder. Ideally, the additional self-attention layer will summarize the context from the translation of overall document generated by the first-pass decoder, making the decoder to generate discourse coherent translation as possible, since it has learned the potential translations of other sentences in this document.
The last important component of our model is the discourse reward teacher, an offline trained biRNNs that rewards the model to generate more discourse coherent translation. Before we describe the discourse reward teacher in details, we firstly draw some definitions of our two-pass decoder for better understanding of this paper.
First-pass Decoder
We define a source document of n sentences as S x = {s x:0 , ..., s x:n−1 } where each sentence s x:i have T i words. The goal of first-pass decoder is trained to minimize the negative log-likelihood of predicting the target word, y t : Figure 1 : Illustration of the overall architecture of our two-pass decoder translation model. The first-pass decoder produces translations as the canonical Transformer model does. And the second-pass decoder utilizes an additional self-attention layer, exploring more contextual information from the other sentences generated by the first-pass decoder. We also let the model learning the policy to generate more fluent and coherent translation by rewarding from a reward teacher.
where T i is the length of the target sequence, and the H enc , H dec1 are the representations of the encoder and the decoder in the first-pass decoder.
Second-pass Decoder
In contrast to the original Deliberation Network, where they proposed a complex joint learning framework to train the model. By virtue of our preliminary experiments, we found that a simpler solution is enough to obtain promising results. Thus, we treat the first-pass decoder and the second-pass decoder as two associative learning tasks by sharing the identical encoder, minimizing the following loss:
where
where H dec2 is the representation of the decoder in the second-pass decoder. Here we use different training parameters for decoders in the first-pass and the second-pass decoding stage independently. As in the first-pass decoder, we can use a greedy strategy or beam search to generate the preliminary document translations, Y . Generally, Y is represented by word embeddings.
Reward Teacher
In recent work, Bosselut et al.(2018) proposed two neural teachers, absolute order teacher and relative order teacher to model the coherence of generated text towards the text generation task. Motivated by their success, we extend this approach to the machine translation task, since in our task we need also generate coherent translations which is the same as in the text generation task.
Specifically, we develop absolute order teacher as our reward teacher by training a sentence encoder to minimize the similarity between a sequence encoded in its forward order, and the same sequence encoded in the reverse order.
1 Following the same definitions as Bosselut et al.(2018) , each target sentence s y:i that has L i words, is represented as:
where y ij is a word embedding and s y:i is a sentence embedding.
Identical to the canonical encoder in the recurrent models, each s y:i is passed to a GRU:
and the final hidden state of the RNN is utilized as the representation of the document:
where f (S y ) is the representation of the document and h n is the final state of the recurrent neural networks. Intuitively, if one text is well organized, the similarity between the sentence embedding from reading the sentences in the forward order, and from reading the sentences in the reverse order, should be minimized.
Thus, the absolute order teacher is trained to minimize the cosine similarity between two orders:
After training on the monolingual corpus, we use this learned teacher to generate a reward that judges the generated sequence's ordering similarity to the gold sequence. Notably, the reward teacher is trained offline on gold sequences in an unsupervised manner prior to training the NMT model, and its parameters are fixed during policy learning.
Policy Learning
Since training the two-pass decoder with maximum likelihood estimation produces translations that are locally coherent, so there is no guarantee to generate coherent discourse. As mentioned in the above section, we train a reward teacher to reward the model that generates good ordering structure, encouraging the model to learn a policy that produces discourse coherent translation explicitly. In this paper, we learn a policy using the self-critical training approach (Rennie et al. 2017) .
Specifically, for each training example (one document), a sequenceŷ is generated by sampling from the models's distribution P (ŷ t |ŷ 0 , ...,ŷ t−1 , Y , H enc , H dec2 ) of the secondpass decoder. Another sequence y * is generated by argmax decoding from P (y * t |y * 0 , ..., y * t−1 , Y , H enc , H dec2 ) at each time step t.
The model is trained to minimize:
where r(y * ) is the reward produced by the reward teacher for the greedily decoded sequence, and r(ŷ) is the reward for the sampled sequence.
Since r(y * ) can be viewed as a baseline reward, the model learns to generate sequence that receives more reward from the teacher than the best sequence, which can be greedily decoded from the current policy. This approach allows the model to explore sequence that yields higher reward than the current best policy.
Notably, here we introduce the policy learning for the second-pass decoder. In actual, it is natural facilitating the first-pass decoder with the identical technique, which will be described later.
Absolute Order Reward
Once the sequencesŷ, y * are generated, we use the absolute order reward teacher to reward these sequences:
where f ( − → S y ) is the representation of forward-ordered corresponding gold sequence and f ( ← − S y ) is the representation of reverse-ordered gold sequence.
This reward compares the generated sequence to both sentence orders of the gold sequence, and rewards sequences that are more similar to the forward order of the gold sequence. Because the cosine similarity terms in Equation (9) are bounded in [−1; 1], the model receives additional reward for generating sequences that are different from the reverseordered gold sequence.
Joint Learning
There are two decoders in our model, the first-pass decoder and the second-pass decoder, each of them can learn parameters to minimize the negative log-likelihood independently. Intuitively, these two decoders are associative, and both performance can be improved by the joint learning techniques as shown in Equation (2).
As aforementioned, we use a reward teacher to reward the model generating discourse coherent text. According to our architecture, there are two approaches to reward the model learning the policy. One is described in the previous section that rewards the second-pass decoder by the self-critical learning strategy. We argue that the performance can be further improved when the first-pass decoder is also rewarded by the reward teacher. Thus, the final objective of our model is to minimize:
(10) where λ 1 and λ 2 are two hyperparameters that balance learning the discourse-focused policy while maintaining the accurate translation.
The losses, L mle1 , L mle2 , L rl2 are introduced in the Equation (1), Equation (3) and Equation (8) respectively.
The computation of L rl1 is almost identical to the L rl2 with slight modification by replacing the model' distribution from the first-pass decoder:
where r(ŷ) and r(y * ) can be computed by the Equation (9).
Experiments
We evaluate our model on the IWSLT 2015 Chinese-English translation task with TED talks as our training corpus, since it includes entire discourse text.
Data Preprocess
Considering the memory capacity, we split one talk that has more than 16 sentences into several small talks, ensuring the experiments can be successfully conducted on most GPUs. Specifically, we take the dev-2010 as our development set, and tst-2013∼2015 as our test sets. Statistically, we have 14,258 talks and 231,266 sentences in the training data, 48 talks and 879 sentences in the development set, and 234 talks and 3,874 sentences in the test sets.
Following the work of Chao and Zong2017 , we conduct byte-pair encoding (Sennrich, Haddow, and Birch 2016) 
Systems
We measure the performance of our model with different system implementations.
• t2t: This is the official supplied open source toolkit for running Transformer model. Specifically, we use the v1.6.5 release 4 .
• context-encoder: The reimplementation of the work Voita et al.(2018) .
• first-pass: This system is applied to minimize the Equation (1). Actually, this system is almost identical to the t2t but with different data shuffling strategy, where the t2t shuffles the data over the sentences randomly, while the first-pass shuffles the data over the talks.
• first-pass-rl: We implement this system to minimize
, which is the first part of the Equation (10). This system is to evaluate the policy learning strategy for the standard Transformer model.
• two-pass: This system is applied to minimize the Equation (2), to measure the contribution of the two-pass decoder strategy.
• two-pass-rl: This is the final system, tuning to minimize the Equation (10).
We also implement the reward teacher with standard biRNNs, minimizing the Equation (7), namely rewardteacher.
Training Details
Since the size of training data is relatively small in the NMT task, we use the base version hyperparameters of the standard Transformer model, against model overfitting. For all systems, we use the Adam Optimizer (Kingma and Ba 2015) with the identical settings to t2t, to tune the parameters. One thing deserves to be noted is the value of hyperparameter batch size. In general, a large value of batch size achieves better performance when training on large scale corpus (more than millions) (Vaswani et al. 2017) . However, in our preliminary experiments we found that a smaller value presented better results training on the TED talks. Thus we set the batch size to 320 for t2t system, resulting in approximately 10∼20 sentences in one batch according to the different sentence length.
For the other systems, we read one talk per one batch, producing no more than 16 sentences in one batch, which is comparable to the baseline system, t2t.
Following the work of Bosselut et al. (2018), we train the reward-teacher with the similar hyperparmaters but using different optimizing strategy. Specifically, we set both the embedding and recurrent hidden size to 100, and apply one dropout layer with keeping probability equals to 0.3 between the embedding layer and the bidirectional recurrent layers. For tuning the parameters, we use the same Adam Optimizer as the NMT systems.
Notably, we train the reward-teacher with the monolingual English from the TED talks as baseline system, and investigate the effect on the translation quality when the reward-teacher trained with variant monolingual datas in later section.
The training speed of two-pass-bleu-rl model is 8 talks per one second running on V100 with 8GPUs, and it needs about 1.5 days to converge.
Results and Analysis
To measure the performance of our systems, we use the universal BLEU and METEOR metrics, computed by two open source toolkits 5 6 . In addition to measuring the quality for each individual sentence, we also concatenate sentences in one talk into one long sentence, and then represent its BLEU and METEOR scores as BLEU doc , and METEOR doc . SYSTEMS BLEU METEOR BLEU doc METEOR doc t2t (Vaswani et al. 2017) 20 Overall Results From the Table 2 , it is interesting that our first-pass system beats the baseline t2t slightly. As we described in the previous section, the difference between such two systems is the diverse shuffling strategy. Different from the t2t system, where we shuffle the overall training data and select certain sentences into one batch randomly, while in the first-pass system, we shuffle the talks and take sentences from one talk into one batch orderly. This finding indicates that the discourse text with ordering structure is better trained with its original order while not to be scattered, ensuring the effectiveness of our other systems since they are all trained like the first-pass system. In addition, this training strategy can be viewed as well designed curriculum learning (Bengio et al. 2009 ) strategy, which has been proved effective for NMT task (Kocmi and Bojar 2017) . Compared to the first-pass system, our two-pass system performs better results on these test datasets, which confirms that using deliberation procedure can improve the translation quality, although we implement a slightly different Deliberation Networks. When evaluated by the discourse metrics, we find that the Deliberation Networks is able to generate discourse coherent translation, since it can bring more average improvements compared to the sentence metrics (+0.51 vs +0.8 in term of BLEU, and +0.72 vs +1.06 in term of METEOR).
When examining models trained using a reward teacher, the systems (first-pass-rl and two-pass-rl) achieve significant improvements over these systems trained by the standard maximum likelihood estimation (first-pass and twopass), by means of +0.72 BLEU doc and +0.62 METEOR doc when evaluated by the discourse metrics. Moreover, our systems can generate discourse coherent text while maintaining improving quality on each sentence, with the evidence that two systems also improve the translation quality at sentencelevel when evaluated by the sentence metrics (+0.29 BLEU, +0.28 METEOR).
Another finding is that when given more context (up to 16 surrounding sentences), the two-pass system achieves more improvements compared to the context-encoder system which models one preceding sentence as external context. It deserves researching in the future that exploring more context to improve the translation quality.
As shown in the last row, when we take the discourse BLEU score as additional reward, our model beats the baseline system by +1.23 BLEU and +1.19 METEOR. When evaluated by discourse metrics, the improvement is more significant, by +2.2 BLEU and +1.98 METEOR, proving the effectiveness of our model.
Pretrain
We also investigate using a large-scale corpus, Chinese-English training corpus from the WMT2018 translation task, to pretrain the model, and then fine-tune on the TED corpus. For two-pass-bleu-rl system, we pretrain all parameters except one special self-attention layer, which is responsible for capturing relationships between current sentence and first-pass produced coarse translations.
From the Table 2 , it is clear that pretrained models obtain more than 6 points improvements. Also, after pretraining, our two-pass-bleu-rl system still obtains improvements upon the baseline system, which indicates that our approach is robust and practical.
Effect of Balance Factor
We investigate the effect of two balance factors (λ 1 and λ 2 in Equation (10)) on the performance of the translation quality evaluated by different type of metrics.
We first adjust the value of λ 1 , ranging from 0.7 to 1.0 7 , and stepping by 0.05, to see the performance change for first-pass-rl system. Next, we then adjust the value of λ 2 with fixed value of λ 1 , to optimize the performance of twopass-rl system.
As shown in Figure 2 , we see that setting the value of λ 1 to 0.85 and λ 2 to 0.80 produces the best performance for first-pass-rl and two-pass-rl.
Another finding is that the change of sentence-level BLEU score appears to be slightly consistent with the discourse BLEU doc score, but the latter has larger fluctuation (two top lines), indicating the reward teacher encourages generating discourse coherent translation explicitly. Except the TED corpus, we train the reward-teacher with English Gigaword Fifth Edition 8 that includes larger English discourse text but was written in different style. As shown in Table 3 , the teacher trained by external corpus yields bad performance, despite its large corpus size. This suggests that the reward teacher deserves to be trained with the corpus that was written in the similar style.
Coherence Lapata and Barzilay(2005) proposed one approach that measures discourse coherence as sentence similarity. Specifically, the representation of each sentence is the mean of the distributed vectors of its words, and the similarity between two sentences S 1 and S 2 , is determined by the cosine of their means:
where f (S i ) = w∈Si w, and w is the vector for word w. We use Word2Vec 9 to learn the distributed vectors of words by training on the aforementioned English Gigaword Fifth Edition. And we set the dimensionality of word embeddings to 100. Table 4 : We measure the discourse coherence as sentence similarity. Table 4 shows the cosine similarity of adjacent sentences on all test datasets. It reveals that systems encouraged by discourse reward produce better coherence in document translation than contrastive systems in term of cosine similarity.
Conjunctions We count the top five frequent conjunctions in the translations produced by t2t and two-pass-rl, to see the concrete transformation of sentences that encouraged to generate coherent translations.
t2t
And (519) But (186) In (114) So (174) What (55) sys * And (540) But (183) In (129) So (178) What (73) Table 5: The statistics of top five frequent conjunctions in two systems (sys * is two-pass-bleu-rl). Numbers in bracket is the occurrences of this word.
As shown in Table 5 , sentences in two-pass-bleu-rl tend to using more diverse conjunctions to build the connections towards preceding sentence, which proves that our model can generate more discourse coherent translation.
Related Work
Gong, Zhang, and Zhou(2011) proposed a memory based approach to capture contextual information to facilitate the statistical translation model generating discourse coherent translations, and the literatures (Kuang et al. 2017; Tu et al. 2018; Maruf and Haffari 2018) extended similar memory based approach to the NMT framework. Wang et al.(2017) presented a novel document RNN to learn the representation of the entire text, and treated the external context as the auxiliary context which will be retrieved by the hidden state in the decoder. Tiedemann and Scherrer(2017) and Voita et al.(2018) proposed to encode global context through extending the current sentence with one preceding adjacent sentence. Notably, the former was conducted on the recurrent based models while the latter was implemented on the Transformer model.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we propose two novel techniques, Deliberation Networks and reward teacher to generate discourse coherent translation. Practical experiments confirm, through modeling external discourse context from the potential translations of the other sentences in the same text, our model can improve the translation quality both on the sentence-level (+1.23 BLEU) and discourse-level (+2.2 BLEU) metrics. Moreover, when the model learns the policy that rewarded by a reward teacher, it can generate more fluent and coherent discourse translations. In the future, we will continue research on using more bilingual training data that has no explicit discourse boundaries, and verify our model on multilingual translation tasks.
